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We implement the meridian crack test method to measure the surface and subsurface flaw-controlled
strength of spherical near-eutectic plasma-sprayed alumina-zirconia-silica particles of average diam-
eter near 30 mm. The particles are tested in two states, namely as-sprayed amorphous, or nanocrystalline
as obtained after a supplementary annealing step. The test consists in uniaxial compression testing of
individual particles between a pair of elasto-plastic steel platens, the hardness of which is tailored to
achieve relative contact radii (defined as the ratio between the radius of the projected particle-platen
contact area to the particle radius) above 0.6 at the moment of particle failure. Results show that
nanocrystalline particles exhibit characteristic Weibull strength 1490MPa, which is approximately 30%
higher than for amorphous particles while the Weibull modulus is, relative to the test precision, com-
parable, being equal to 6.0 and 7.8 for nanocrystalline and amorphous particles, respectively. This result
is an indication that the flaw size distribution is not significantly affected by the annealing step, the
strength increase resulting from an increase in fracture toughness upon nanocrystallisation. This
conclusion is consistent with fractographic observations. The principal strength-limiting defects iden-
tified for both amorphous and nanocrystalline particles were micropores formed during plasma spraying.

© 2017 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Microscopic ceramic particles are used to reinforce a wide range
of composite materials, the mechanical properties of which are
largely determined by the intrinsic strength distribution of the
reinforcing particles. In brittle (e.g., ceramic) matrix composites,
crack-growth resistance is improved by reinforcing the matrix with
ceramic micro-particles that interact with the crack front and serve
as points of crack deflection and pinning [1e6] and contribute to
crack bridging [7,8]: the efficiency of both deflection and crack
bridging is predicted to be more efficient for stronger particles
[8e12]. In particle reinforced ductile (e.g., metal) matrix compos-
ites, the importance of particle strength is even more apparent,
since particle fracture is the most frequent mechanism driving
composite failure [13e23]. In tension, poor reinforcement strength
leads to damage accumulation in the composite, leading to
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decreased composite ductility and tensile strength [24e29]. The
fracture toughness of metal matrix composites is also documented
to be significantly improved when stronger reinforcing ceramic
particles are used [30,31]. In short, if particles with strengths
approaching those of state-of-the-art high-strength ceramic fibres
were used as reinforcements, remarkably strong and tough
isotropic metal matrix composites could be made [25,32].

Yet, important as the intrinsic strength of microscopic rein-
forcing particles may be, very little is known of this quantity: there
are only a few articles in which microscopic particles used as re-
inforcements in composites have been tested for their fracture
strength; Refs. [33e36] are noteworthy exceptions. One strategy to
test microscopic particles is to combine focused ion beam milling
(FIB) techniques with micromechanical testing methods. Mueller
et al. and Feilden et al. [35] tested the flat portion of individual
silicon and alumina platelets FIB machined into the form of a bar in
a microscopic three-point bending set-up using a nanoindentation
device. In another study probing the microscopic strength of hard
and brittle microparticles, Pejchal et al. and Mueller et al. [37,38],
have tested polyhedral and plate-like alumina and silicon
article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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microparticles by means of an adapted C-shaped sample test [39].
These experiments show that, if brittle microcrystals are free of a
limited range of well-defined defects, exceptional strength values
can be achieved, as is the case with high-perfection ceramic
whiskers. These testing methods require, however, access to the
focused ion beam and use of high-precision (in some cases in-situ
SEM) micromechanical testing equipment.

A different strategy to probe the intrinsic strength of micro-
particles is uniaxial compression; this method is widely used in
other contexts to measure the strength of hard and brittle grains or
particles across all length-scales [40e42]. As concerns strong par-
ticles with potential use as composite reinforcement, this approach
was used by Yoshida, Ogiso et al. [33,34] and Rosenflanz et al. [36].
These authors used a pair of hard (diamond or sapphire) platens to
crush individual microscopic a-alumina Sumicorundum or spher-
oidized amorphous and nanocrystalline rare-earth aluminate par-
ticles, respectively. Resulting fracture loads were then used to
estimate the particle strength using a simple (but debatable) for-
mula, giving mean particle strength values around 2.5 GPa and
1.8 GPa for Sumitomo alumina or nanocrystalline aluminate parti-
cles, respectively. These values are of the right order of magnitude;
however, the interpretation of strength measurement methods in
which a test piece is compressed diametrically between a pair of
hard platens is subject to caution, as initiation and growth of
extrinsic flaws near the platen-particle contact area has been
repeatedly reported when hard diamond platens are used [43e48].
To circumvent this problem, the use of soft (relative to the particle)
elastoplastic platens was proposed by Shipway and Hutchings [49];
in the present work we use a recent adaptation of their approach,
which we call the Meridian Crack Test (MCT) method [50]. In this
approach, soft (relative to the particle) elasto-plastic platens are
used to achieve platen-particle contact areas much larger than in
the conventional uniaxial compression test. As a result, the high
stress concentration in the area along which compressive loads are
applied is significantly reduced.

An interesting feature of the test is that trajectories of the tensile
stress in the center and along the surface of a particle during the
test are different: at a certain moment of the test the surface stress
becomes dominant and is the only local stress that is still increasing
as loading continues, allowing to conclude in such cases that frac-
ture originated at a surface flaw. The method furthermore also
enables, unlike many other test configurations, fractography and
identification of strength-limiting defects.

It has been widely demonstrated that nanostructured ceramics
in both bulk and fibre form can exhibit exceptional mechanical
properties [51e58]. It should, therefore, be possible to produce
nanostructured microparticles with strengths approaching those of
today's engineering fibres for composite reinforcement. One way to
produce such particles is to use thermal spraying, in which the
feedstock material is introduced into a high temperature jet where
it is melted and propelled in the form of droplets towards a fluid
quenching medium. The resulting high cooling rates, on the order
of 106 K/s, can be advantageously used to prepare amorphous and
nanostructured microscopic particles, also of ceramics that are not
strong glass formers [59,60]. In the present work we test such
particles for strength, using the meridian crack testing method, to
show how the intrinsic flaw-controlled strength of plasma-sprayed
ceramic micro-particles based on the Al2O3-ZrO2-SiO2 ternary
system can be measured, and improved.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Amorphous Eucor powder

The powder feedstock material from the ternary system Al2O3-
ZrO2-SiO2 is based on the bulk cast ceramic material called Eucor™.
This material has a near-eutectic composition, which was
confirmed by semi-quantitative X-ray fluorescence; in the present
work, the powder feedstock contained 46.5 wt% of Al2O3, 34.5wt%
of ZrO2, 14.5 wt% of SiO2, and 4.5wt% of other oxides (of alkali and
alkaline earth metals). It was previously reported that this near-
eutectic composition of the material facilitates formation of
amorphous phases when the molten material is rapidly solidified
[61,62].

Fully crystalline, crushed and sieved, powder feedstock was
plasma sprayed in air at atmospheric pressure using the hybrid
water-stabilised plasma torch WSP-H 500 (IPP CAS, Prague) oper-
ating at 160 kW power. The powder was injected into the plasma
jet, where individual particles were melted and thus turned into
spheres. To retain the spherical shape of the particles while
ensuring rapid solidification, sprayed molten particles were
collected in a vessel filled with a liquid quenching medium which
was positioned 300mm downstream from the plasma torch exit
nozzle. This quenching medium was of saturated water solution of
boric acid, cooled down to 0 �C and mixed with ice; it was used for
its high heat extraction ability. After spraying, the collected powder
was rinsed with pure water to remove the residue of boric acid and
then dried in an oven at 150 �C. This process resulted in fully
amorphous powder of nearly spherical particles.

2.2. Nanostructured Eucor powder

To produce nanocrystalline particles, the as-sprayed (amor-
phous) powder was annealed in air at 1300 �C for 1 h, with heating
and cooling rates of 5 �C/min. Crystalline phases were identified by
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) measurements carried out using PAN-
alytical X'Pert Pro MPD diffractometer with a Cu Ka radiation.
Scanning was performed in the 10e90� 2q range using a step size of
0.0170� and time per step 29.210 s. Crystalline phase quantification
was performed by Rietveld refinement using the X'Pert High Score
Plus software with rutile as an external standard [63]. Scanning
Electron Microscopy (Zeiss Merlin, Oberkochen, Germany) was
used to investigate the microstructure of as-received and annealed
Eucor particles. To this end, particles were dispersed in an epoxy
resin made by mixing Bisphenol A diglycil ether (DGEBA, Sigma
Aldrich) with Diethylenetriamin 99% (DETA Sigma Aldrich, 99%)
which was then hardened to create a composite. This composite
was then polished down to 1 mm polishing medium particle size
and observed along its polished surface. Local chemical analyses
were conducted bymeans of Energy Dispersive X-Ray spectrometry
(EDX) with an electron acceleration voltage of 10 kV. About 20
random particles were analyzed in order to investigate possible
variations in composition from particle to particle.

2.3. The meridian crack test

To measure the tensile strength of the plasma-sprayed Eucor
particles we use the Meridian Crack Test method; its principle and
theoretical background are published elsewhere [50]. Uniaxial
compression tests were conducted using age-hardened AISI 630
steel, or AISI W1 steel in one of two different heat treatment con-
ditions. This produced three different sets of platens namely (i)
quenched AISI W1 steel tempered at 250 �C for 90min (ii)
quenched AISI W1 steel tempered at 320 �C for 90min and (iii) AISI
630 steel age hardened at 480 �C for 60min. The resulting average
Vickers hardness of the three platenmaterials measuredwith a FM-
300 (Future-tech Corp. Kawasaki, Japan) using a 0.5 kgf load were
HV 710, 620 and 440 for materials (i), (ii) and (iii) respectively. The
three platen materials are hereafter designated as HV700, HV600
and HV450, respectively.
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Uniaxial compression tests were performed on individual par-
ticles 25e35 mm in diameter using a custom-built instrumented
compression apparatus equipped with 10 N load cell and inter-
changeable conical tips made of the three platen materials. The
cone tips were polished, to have an approximately 300 mm flat-end
tip diameter serving as the upper platen. As the bottom platen,
disc-shaped substrates ~10mm in diameter and ~2mm thick were
used. Both tips and substrates were ground and polished using
diamond suspensions down to 1 mm diamond particle size. Along
the substrate surface a layer a few micrometers thick of soft
colloidal graphite paint (Pelco®, Redding, CA, United States) was
applied; its role was to retain the broken particle pieces in place
after testing. Additionally, an adhesive tape (scotch-tape type) was
applied and removed from the carbon-coated substrate. This left a
very thin (several times thinner than the graphite paint layer) and
scattered film of the tape adhesive, which helped to hold particles
in place during manipulation of the particle-covered substrates
prior to testing.

Individual particles were deposited using a miBot™ (Imina
Technologies SA, Lausanne, Switzerland) remote-controlled micro-
arm equipped with a sharp tungsten needle, using the following
procedure: (i) by approaching the tungsten needle over the
selected particle the particle adhered to the needle under the action
of electrostatic forces, (ii) the particle attached to the tip of the
needle was then transferred over the carbon-coated substrate at
locations featuring an adhesive film layer, which then held the
particle in place. To measure its diameter 2R, each particle was
imaged top-down under an optical microscope (Olympus Vanox
model AHMT, Olympus Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a
digital camera system. Additional diameter measurements on a
subset of the particles were also conducted using a scanning elec-
tron microscope (SEM) (Zeiss Merlin, Oberkochen, Germany). The
optical microscopy diameter measurements were found to be
within 5% of electron microscopy measurements.

Particles were compressed by displacing the flat-end conical tip
using a constant displacement-rate of 1 mm/s. The test was inter-
rupted either when a load drop was recorded or, with particularly
strong particles that embedded completely into the platens, when
the two platens contacted. Relative error on load readings was
below 1%. Each flat-end conical tip was used to test approximately 5
particles before it was changed, so that each particle was com-
pressed by a new, flat and polished, portion of the tip surface. In-
dents left by tested particles in the flat surface of the conical tip
were subsequently imaged using an optical microscope (Zeiss™
Fig. 1. (a) Overview of as-sprayed Eucor particles after sieving through 45 mm sieve.
m¼monoclinic. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the re
Axioplan 2, Oberkochen, Germany) equipped with a digital camera
to measure the contact radius at the moment of failure, a, with an
estimated relative error of 5%. Tested fractured particles were then
imaged in the SEM with a goal to identify the strength-limiting
defects.

3. Results

3.1. Eucor particles microstructure

The plasma spraying technique that was used to produce the
particulate Eucor material resulted in particles of high sphericity
and with a broad size range, diameters ranging from a few micro-
meters to several tens of micrometers. To check whether the par-
ticle shape was close to that of a sphere, 2230 polished random as-
sprayed particle cross-sections were imaged via SEM and their
periphery fitted to an ellipse. It was found that the average ellipse
aspect ratio, defined as the ratio of its minor to its major axes, was
0.92, showing that the particle shape is, for a majority of the par-
ticles, nearly spherical. A small fraction (<5%) of those particles
exhibited aspect ratio values below 0.7; these particles furthermore
contained crystalline regions, which were observable in the SEM
along the polished cross-sections. It is thus likely that those 5% of
the particles had not completely melted during the plasma-
spraying process.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrograph of as-sprayed
Eucor particles after sieving through a 45 mm pore size sieve is
shown in Fig. 1a. XRD analysis (Fig. 1b) of as-sprayed Eucor particles
shows that they are almost completely amorphous with a relative
amorphous phase content of 85wt% according to Rietveld refine-
ment analysis. The SEM micrograph in Fig. 2a displays the cross-
section of a typical (spherical) as-sprayed particle; there is no
apparent chemical contrast, indicating a high-homogeneity of the
composition within the particle. Compositional homogeneity
within this particle was confirmed with EDX analysis performed at
different spots of the particle cross-section. EDX performed on 20
randomly selected particles revealed some variation in composition
from particle to particle, with average values and standard de-
viations across the particles of the chemical elements equal to
(20.0± 1.3), (6.9± 0.5) and (3.2± 1.2) at% for Al, Zr and Si, respec-
tively, and oxygen atoms representing the remainder.

After annealing particles at 1300 �C for 60min the powder be-
comes fully crystalline, as shown by XRD analysis (Fig. 1b) revealing
mullite, tetragonal and monoclinic zirconia as primary phases.
(b) XRD pattern of (black) as-sprayed and (red) annealed powder. t¼ tetragonal,
ader is referred to the Web version of this article.)



Fig. 2. (a) SEM micrograph of polished cross-section of as-sprayed amorphous Eucor particles. Panel (a) shows an amorphous particle. Panels (b) and (c) are micrographs of
nanocrystalline Eucor particles obtained after 1 h annealing at 1300 �C revealing nanostructured grains of (gray) mullite and (light) tetragonal and monoclinic zirconia. A micropore
is evident in the cross-section of the amorphous particle (a).
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These results are in good agreement with XRD analysis of plasma-
sprayed coatings prepared from similar precursor material [64].
Phase quantification by Rietvield refinement established contents
of 60wt% tetragonal zirconia, 28wt% mullite, 4 wt% monoclinic
zirconia and a remaining amorphous phase representing 8wt%. The
microstructural observations in SEM (Fig. 2bec) revealed grains of
two phases with an apparent chemical contrast; (dark-gray)mullite
and (light-gray) grains of tetragonal and/or monoclinic zirconia.
Two main microstructural morphologies were observed: (i) parti-
cles of very fine microstructure with equiaxed grains a few nano-
meters to a few tens of nanometers in size (Fig. 2b) and (ii) particles
of coarser microstructure featuring a mixture of equiaxed and
needle-like grains from a few tens of nanometers to a few hundred
nanometers in size (Fig. 2c). In all cases mullite grains appeared as
the matrix phase. EDX analyses performed on 20 polished nano-
crystalline particles showed similar variations in chemical
composition among particles as were found within the as-sprayed
powder: averaged values and corresponding standard deviations
for Al, Zr and Si chemical elements were (19.4± 1.1), (7.4± 1.4) and
Fig. 3. Experimentally measured values of the critical force at failure normalized by
the cross-sectional area of the tested particle, Fmax/(p.R2) for (triangles) amorphous
and (circles) nanocrystalline Eucor particles tested with (blue) HV700, (red) HV600,
and (cyan) HV450 platens, respectively. Solid lines represent best fit with the power-
law function f(a/R)¼ k(a/R)n representing the platen material Meyer's law. Values of
the fitted parameters were (blue) k¼ 8150, n¼ 2 for HV700 platens, (red) k¼ 5900 and
n¼ 1.8 for HV600 platens, and (cyan) k¼ 3990, n¼ 1.7 for HV450 platens. (For inter-
pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
Web version of this article.)
(3.4± 1.7) at%, respectively. Annealing of the powder did not lead to
a formation of evident flaws (such as microcracks that might be
caused by anisotropic or differential thermal expansion of the
various phases present). Microporeswere on the other hand readily
observed in numerous particle cross-sections of both amorphous
(Fig. 2a) and nanocrystalline particles.

3.2. Uniaxial compression

In total, fifty-four (54) amorphous Eucor particles were tested
using HV600 (33 particles) and HV450 (21 particles) platens. Of
nanocrystalline Eucor, sixty-two (62) particles were tested using
HV700 (40 particles) and HV600 (22 particles) platens. The average
diameter of particles selected for testing was 29.7 mm and 29.9 mm
and ranged between 23.1-34.7 mm and 24.5e35.5 mm for amor-
phous and nanocrystalline particles, respectively.

The results are summarized in Fig. 3 where the force at failure,
Fmax, normalized by the particle cross-sectional area pR2 is plotted
against the relative particle-platen contact radius a/R, where a is
the contact area radius and R that of the particle. Particles that did
not fail during the test and hence survived until platens contacted
(a/Rz 1) are indicated with a symbol at the far right of the figure.
For these particles, the value of Fmax/(pR2) is not representative
since the measured force when a/Ry 1 is affected by platens being
in contact; therefore, a figurative value was selected to visualize
these events in the figure to its far right.

The plot was then used to determine the elasto-plastic behavior
of each platen material (HV700, HV600, and HV450). We used the
relatively simple empirical Meyer law (see Ref. [65] for more in-
formation): Fmax/(pR2)¼ k(a/R)n where k and n are parameters
characteristic of the indented material. This law has been shown in
our earlier work in Ref. [50] to provide a suitable descriptor of the
contact radius as function of the compressive force. Fitting the data,
the estimated Meyer law parameters were k¼ 8150, n¼ 2 for
HV700 platens, k¼ 5900 and n¼ 1.8 for HV600 platens, and
k¼ 3990, n¼ 1.7 for HV450 platens. Note that data for particles that
did not break during uniaxial compression until platens contacted
were not considered for platen Meyer law determination (due to
lack of precision in the force when a/R y 1).

3.3. Fractography

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show representative specimens of tested
amorphous and nanocrystalline Eucor particles, respectively. As



Fig. 4. SEM images of amorphous Eucor particles after uniaxial compression, illustrating particles for which distinct flaws were observed at one of the meridional cracks. (a) One
meridional crack was observed for this particle, which broke at relatively low load. A pore of diameter z1 mmwas observed just below the surface on the meridional crack surface.
(b) The mirror-mist and hackle fractographical features point to a subsurface pore as the origin of failure. The fracture surface of amorphous Eucor particles is typically very smooth
and featureless in the “mirror” region close to the origin of failure.
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seen, the soft colloidal graphite layer was effective in retaining
pieces of broken particles after their failure; using such particles,
flaws present on one of the meridian cracks were observed. Parti-
cles were typically broken into several pieces indicating initiation
and growth of secondary cracks, likely due to the sudden release of
stored elastic energy after initial crack formation. The number of
fragments typically scaled with the maximum load at which the
particle broke. Only in the case when particles broke for low loads
Fig. 5. SEM images of nanocrystalline Eucor particles after uniaxial compression. Panels (a),
a pore present at one of the meridional crack fracture surfaces can be observed. In each case a
roughness compared to amorphous particles (Fig. 4). The grain structure is revealed on frac
decohesion of zirconia grains (bright) close to the fracture initiation point (panel (b)).
were one or few meridional cracks present, with the rest of the
particle intact.

Fig. 4a shows a particle for which only one meridional crack was
found after failure, with an evident surface pore present. Given that
the first principal stress along the surface is the hoop stress, sf,
where f is the azimuthal angle and peaks at the equatorial plane,
the observed pore on the meridional crack fracture surface close to
the equatorial plane is the likely cause of failure at low load of this
(b), illustrate two different particles for which mirror-mist-hackle patterns surrounding
surface pore was identified as the origin of failure. The fracture surface exhibits greater

ture surfaces, showing transgranular fracture of mullite grains (gray) and intergranular



Fig. 6. Average (tensile) stress trajectories during uniaxial compression of spherical
particles with Poisson's ratio 0.28, particle-platen friction coefficient 0.28 and tested
with (blue) HV700, (red) HV600, and (cyan) HV450 platens calculated using Eqs.
(5)e(6). The stress trajectories are plotted for (dotted) the center of the particle and
(dashed) the particle surface equator versus the relative contact radius. Arrows indi-
cate maxima for each stress trajectory and as such represent boundaries (in terms of a/
R) between different Domains. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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particle (even though this particle broke at a/R within Domain II,
see Discussion).

Other examples of pores that one can trace as likely origins of
failure are shown in Fig. 4b for an amorphous particle and in
Fig. 5aeb and Figure S1b in the Supplementary material for
nanocrystalline Eucor particles. Distinct mirror-mist and hackle
features surrounding pores are located on one of the meridional
cracks close to the peak of the surface stress, making these pores
the likely cause of failure of those particles. A surface or subsurface
pore was determined as the failure origin in all investigated par-
ticles when a clear mirror-mist-hackle pattern could be observed
on one of the meridional cracks, with one exception shown in
Figure S1a in the Supplementary material. For this amorphous
particle, fractographical features suggest that a surface inclusion
was the failure origin.

The fracture surface of amorphous (Fig. 4aeb) Eucor particles
was very smooth and featureless in themirror region of the fracture
surface. As expected, fracture surfaces of nanocrystalline Eucor
particles exhibited higher roughness compared to amorphous
particles. From higher magnification micrographs (Fig. 5b) one can
observe the grain structure of nanocrystalline particles. A closer
look at the pore surface in Fig. 5a reveals the presence of micro-
cracks along the pore free surface. Close to the failure origin a
mixed trans- and inter-granular crack path can be observed
(Fig. 5b). Grain cleavage is dominant for mullite grains (dark-gray)
while intergranular decohesion, leaving protruding grains and
pore-like features along the fracture surface, is evident for zirconia
grains. This indicates the presence of effective crack deflection by
zirconia grains.
4. Discussion

4.1. The meridian crack test evaluation

A solution for the stress distribution within a linear elastic
sphere diametrically compressed between a pair of platens was
given by Hiramatsu and Oka [41], and was recently refined using
finite element calculations in Ref. [66]. During the compression test,
the relative contact radius a/R gradually increases and the peak of
the tensile first principal stress, considered here as the fracture
stress, is located for large enough relative contact radius (a/R> 0.3)
either in the center of the sphere, s1c or in the particle surface
equatorial belt, s1s [50]. The tensile first principal stress in the
sphere center and equatorial belt can be expressed as

s1c ¼
F

pR2
,~s1c
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R
; n;m

�
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pR2
,~s1s
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respectively, where F is the compressive force applied to the
particle, R is the particle radius and ~s1c, ~s1s are adimensional
functions of the relative contact radius a/R, where a is the radius of
the projected particle-platen contact area, n is particle's Poisson's
ratio, and m is the friction coefficient in the particle-platen contact.
The adimensional functions ~s1c, ~s1s for different values of the three
variables can be found in Ref. [66]. Details of the friction and
Poisson's ratio estimation are given in the Supplementary Infor-
mation. The (kinematic) friction coefficient was found to be
approximately m¼ 0.28. The particle Poisson's ratio was estimated
to be approximately equal n¼ 0.28 for both amorphous and nano-
crystalline Eucor particles (that n and m are equal is a coincidence).
For values n¼ 0.28 and m¼ 0.28 functions ~s1c, ~s1s from Ref. [66]
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Knowing the platen empirical elasto-plastic indentation
behavior as described by Meyer's law (Fig. 3) and combining this
with Eqs. (1)e(2) one can calculate and plot average stress trajec-
tories in particles compressed between platens of a given steel as a
function of the relative contact radius:

s1c ¼ k,
�a
R

�n
,~s1c (5)

s1s ¼ k,
�a
R

�n
,~s1s (6)

Fig. 6 presents the evolution of the first principal stress at the
center, and along the surface equatorial belt of a particle, versus the
relative contact radius, with n¼ 0.28 and m¼ 0.28 during uniaxial
compression using HV700, HV600 or HV450 steel platens. As
described in Ref. [50] four different domains can be defined:

(i) the contact stress dominated Domain I starts from the
beginning of the test (a/R¼ 0) and extends until a/R is
approximately equal to 0.3 (not plotted here as no particle
failed in this domain),

(ii) Domain II starts at a/Rz 0.3 and is a region where tensile
stress peaks in the central portion of the particle. As
compression continues, a/R increases and central and surface
stresses increase simultaneously;



Fig. 7. Surface equatorial stress at the moment of failure for tested particles versus the relative contact radius a/R for (a) amorphous and (b) nanocrystalline Eucor particles. Dashed
lines represent the average stress trajectories and solid vertical lines represent predicted boundaries between Domains III and IV for given platens. Symbols at the far right represent
particles that survived until platens contacted.

Table 1
Values of the relative contact radius a/R at the beginning and end of Domain III for
tested amorphous and nanocrystalline Eucor particles (n¼ 0.28, m¼ 0.28) and the
tensile stress values identified as the left-truncation, sT , and right-censoring, sC
values.

Platen material Domain III start Domain III end

a/R sT (MPa) a/R sC (MPa)

HV700 0.63 1030 0.86 1650
HV600 0.61 820 0.85 1230
HV450 0.60 590 0.84 850
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(iii) the stress in the particle center then peaks, leading to a
transition into Domain III where it is only within the surface
equatorial belt that the tensile stress continues to increase as
compression progresses; elsewhere stress values have star-
ted to decrease;

(iv) finally, Domain IV is characterized by tensile stresses
decreasing everywhere in the compressed sphere, including
along the surface equatorial belt.

The boundary between Domains II and III was here defined as
the moment (in terms of a/R) when the first principal stress in
center reaches its maximum value, i.e. ds1c

dða=RÞ ¼ 0. In our previous
work with fused quartz particles [50], the boundary between
Domain II and III was defined as the crossover between the center
and surface equator stress trajectories: the reason for the difference
is that with particles of higher Poisson ratio compared to that of
fused quartz, such as the nanocrystalline Eucor tested here, the
crossover between the central and equator stress is located slightly
before the central stress reaches its maximum value (see Fig. 6).

While tensile stresses increase simultaneously both in central
and surface regions (Domain II) particle failure may occur either in
the particle center or along its surface, with the central and surface
stress values differing by up to roughly 40%. If a particle breaks
within Domain III, i.e., after the central stress reaches its peak, then
the only region where the tensile stress is still increasing is around
its equatorial belt and the surface equatorial stress; s1s, can
therefore be considered as the particle failure stress. Note that
beyond a certain point (a/R ~ 0.85) the stress in the sphere center
s1c becomes compressive.

One can observe failure events in Domain III only for particles
that are sufficiently strong to enter it. Failure events in Domain III
are therefore, in the language of survival analysis, left-truncated
(only values for the strength of particles stronger than a certain
value can be observed). The left-truncation value sT depends on the
platenmaterial and can be estimated from the curves of the average
stress trajectories (Fig. 6) as the stress value at which Domain III
begins. There is, however, scatter in data points used to derive
Meyer's law (Fig. 7). For this reason, some of the measured surface
strength values (computed knowing a/R from themeasured load) of
data points situated, according to the value of a/R, in Domain III may
be slightly lower than the sT value determined from the average
stress trajectory curves (Fig. 6). Therefore, the lower of the two
values determined as (i) the surface equatorial stress s1s for the a/R
value at which ds1c

dða=RÞ ¼ 0 from the average stress trajectory curves
and (ii) the lowest actual measured strength value ascertained to
be, by its value of a/R, in Domain III (lowered by a negligible value
namely 1MPa as the observed value cannot be equal to the left-
truncation value) was taken as sT . To observe failure events of
weaker particles in Domain III (i.e. to decrease the left-truncation
value) one has to decrease the hardness of the used platens.

If a particle is strong enough to (in the language of survival
analysis) survive the maximum attainable stress in the equatorial
belt of Domain III, it enters Domain IV. The boundary between
Domains III and IV is defined as value of a/R at which the tensile
stress in the surface equatorial belt reaches its maximum, i.e.
ds1s

dða=RÞ ¼ 0. Particles that have entered Domain IV cannot in principle
break anymore since, according to mechanical analysis, the tensile
stress decreases thereafter everywhere in the sphere. One therefore
only knows a lower-bound of the strength of such particles; in
Survival analysis terminology, the stress at this transition is a right-
censoring stress value, sC . This value is found as the maximum on
the average equatorial stress trajectory curve, for a given platen
material (Fig. 6).

The a/R values representing boundaries between Domains are
indicated in Fig. 6 with arrows and are listed in Table 1. The left-
truncation and right-censoring values for each platen-particle
material combination used in this work obtained from Fig. 6 and
from experimental data points (Fig. 7) are also listed in Table 1. For a
more detailed description of Survival analysis tools used here,
readers are referred to Ref. [50] and to the clear and user-friendly
overview provided in Ref. [67].

Measured experimental values of the stress in the equatorial
belt of each tested particle according to Eq. (2) together with the
average stress trajectory Eq. (6) are shown in Fig. 7. With amor-
phous Eucor particles, 18 particles tested with HV600 platens and 1
particle tested with HV450 platens failed in Domain III. One particle
tested with HV600 platen entered Domain IV and failed later on.
When tested with HV450 platens 16 particles survived until platens
contacted (Domain IV).



Table 2
Ensemble of the Domain III and IV results used to calculate the surface stress survival probability.

Amorphous Eucor Nanocrystalline Eucor

Platen Measured failure/censoring peak
surface stress [MPa]

Censoring
indicatora

Left-truncated at
sT ¼[MPa]

Platen Measured failure/censoring peak
surface stress [MPa]

Censoring
indicatora

Left-truncated at
sT ¼ [MPa]

HV600 1110 0 820 HV700 1180 0 1030
1130 0 820 1410 0 1030
900 0 820 1440 0 1030
890 0 820 1480 0 1030
1170 0 820 1520 0 1030
920 0 820 1270 0 1030
1040 0 820 1210 0 1030
1230 0 820 1600 0 1030
1360 0 820 1360 0 1030
1160 0 820 1640 0 1030
1080 0 820 1640 0 1030
960 0 820 1650 1 1030
1220 0 820 1650 1 1030
980 0 820 1650 1 1030
1020 0 820 HV600 1230 0 820
1090 0 820 930 0 820
1120 0 820 1180 0 820
1040 0 820 1290 0 820
1230 1 820 1180 0 820

HV450 670 0 590 1200 0 820
850 1 590 1040 0 820
850 1 590 1230 1 820
850 1 590 1230 1 820
850 1 590 1230 1 820
850 1 590 1230 1 820
850 1 590 1230 1 820
850 1 590 1230 1 820
850 1 590 1230 1 820
850 1 590 1230 1 820
850 1 590 1230 1 820
850 1 590
850 1 590
850 1 590
850 1 590
850 1 590
850 1 590

a when 0, the surface stress represents the surface strength measurement, otherwise value 1 indicates right-censoring and the value in the surface stress column represents
a lower-bound of the surface strength.

Fig. 8. Survival probability of (red) amorphous and (blue) nanocrystalline Eucor par-
ticles with respect to the surface equatorial stress evaluated from Domain III and IV
events. (continuous solid lines) two parameter Weibull distribution, (stepped lines)
Kaplan-Meier product-limit estimator, (dashed stepped lines) 95% confidence intervals
for the Kaplan-Meier estimation. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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For nanocrystalline Eucor particles, 11 particles failed in Domain
III when tested with HV700 platen and 7 particles tested with
HV600 platens. Three particles tested with HV700 and 9 particles
tested with HV600 platens survived until platens contacted (thus
entering Domain IV).

The reason why one particle failed in Domain IV might be
explained by slow-crack-growth, as was proposed for particles in
Ref. [50]; alternatively it can represent an outlier for which the
transition between Domains III and IV was far off the predicted
value. In collating particle strength data, this particle was consid-
ered to have survived the right-censoring value, sC of the platen
that it was tested with (HV600). The ensemble of the surface failure
events (Domain III) and events for which we only know the right-
censored value and all data that were left-truncated for the value of
Domain III beginning for the corresponding platen are presented in
Table 2.

4.2. Surface strength distribution

Fig. 8 shows estimated survival distribution using (i) the non-
parametric Kaplan-Meier product-limit estimator and (ii) the
two-parameter Weibull distribution using the data from Table 2.
The two survival distributions were estimated with the Wolfram
Mathematica 10.1 (Wolfram Research, Inc, USA) computation pro-
gram using incorporated functions SurvivalModelFit and Estima-
tedDistribution for product-limit estimator andWeibull distribution
parameter estimation, respectively. Plotting the non-parametric
and parametric estimations over one another shows that they are
mutually consistent. The estimated Weibull modulus m and the



Fig. 9. Comparison of the surface equatorial stress survival distribution of (a) amorphous and (b) nanocrystalline Eucor particles obtained using events from Domains III and IV and
Domains II, III and IV where failure events from Domain II are considered all to be due to the surface stress. Two optical microscopy pictures represent amorphous and nano-
crystalline particles observed before testing and which failed at relatively low loads in Domain II: one notices the presence of micrometric pores near the particle center. These (a)
amorphous and (b) nanocrystalline particles failed for central stress values s1c ¼ 580 MPa and s1c ¼ 660 MPa, respectively.
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characteristic strength (scale parameter) s0 are m¼ 7.8± 1.5 and
s0 ¼ (1130± 30) MPa for amorphous Eucor particles, and
m¼ 6.0± 1.3, s0 ¼ (1490± 70) MPa for the nanocrystalline Eucor
particles. The standard error in the parameter estimation was
assessed using a bootstrapping technique; specifics are presented
in the Supplementary Information.

In order to assess the effect of uncertainty in the Poisson's ratio
estimation on results, we have reevaluated the data with two
extreme values of the expected particle's Poisson's ratio, namely
0.25 and 0.3. Changing the particle Poisson's ratio n had little effect
on the Weibull modulus results; this is owing to the fact that the
Domain's boundaries in a/R terms are not sensitive to the exact
value of n. The value of the Poisson's ratio has, on the other hand,
some effect on the scale parameter of the resulting Weibull dis-
tribution: the characteristic strength s0 changes within 5% relative
to the value determined with n¼ 0.28. This difference is, however,
lower than the error of the stress calculation using Eq. (2), which is
approximately 5e10% [66]. The sensitivity of the Weibull parame-
ters to the value of the friction coefficient m is small: when m is
changed to 0.25 or 0.3 their variation is well below 5% (see Sup-
plementary Information for details).

From Fig. 8 it is evident that, after annealing, the particle
strength increases noticeably, by roughly 30% on average. The
Weibull modulus decreases only slightly, which means that there is
slightly more scatter in observed results; this may be attributed to
the presence of slightly greater microstructural differences be-
tween individual nanocrystalline particles (Fig. 2). This difference
in the scatter is, however, only marginal given the accuracy of the
measured Weibull modulus.

The fact that after crystallization annealing the strength of
particles increases while the Weibull modulus remains relatively
unaffected suggests that observed changes in particle strength
distribution are mostly the result of an increase in the fracture
toughness of the material while the particles' flaw distribution
remains mostly unchanged. For both types of particles, micropores
produced during the powder processing by trapping air when in
the molten state were linked to the fracture origin: that these
would not be altered by the annealing treatment is reasonable. We
thus conclude that the difference in observed strengths between
amorphous and nanocrystalline particles is explained by an in-
crease in the fracture toughness of the particle material after
annealing. Nanocrystallisation apparently made the particles
tougher by a value that is high enough to increase their strength by
30% or more since, as we discuss later, pores in nanocrystalline
particles have likely a more detrimental effect on strength than in
amorphous particles.
4.3. Strength-limiting defects

In glasses and glass ceramics it is known that the mirror region
size surrounding the fracture origin can be directly linked to the
fracture stress. In the amorphous particles the size of mirrors, rm,
present on meridional cracks surrounding critical flaws can thus be
linked with the measured surface equatorial fracture stress if one
assumes that the particle fracture toughness is in the range
0.4e1.0MPam1/2 depending on the mirror-constant-to-fracture-
toughness ratio used (this varies in the literature between 2.3
and 3 [68e70]). This deduced fracture toughness range is in good
agreement with what one would expect for the present amorphous
Eucor particles material, since it is comparable to that of silica and
aluminate-glasses [71e73] (see Supplementary Information for
details).

In nanocrystalline Eucor the mirror size surrounding fracture
origins is less well defined. We have therefore tested whether the
measured surface equatorial fracture stress can be linked with the
observed surface and subsurface pores if these are assimilated to
sharp penny-shape flaws. The rationale behind such an assimila-
tion of pores for nanocrystalline particles to sharp flaws is based
on observations of Rice [74], as well as our own observation of
microcracking along the pore internal surface in one of the
nanocrystalline particles. The measured fracture stress can then
be linked with observed pores acting as sharp flaws for material
with fracture toughness values in the range of 1.0e2.2MPam1/2

(see Supplementary Information for details). This is again in good
agreement with the expected fracture toughness of the present
nanocrystalline particle material: its lower bound should be near
the toughness of the amorphous powder while the upper bound
should be close to that of (coarse grained) mullite (z2MPam1/2)
[75e77] or mullite reinforced with zirconia grains, of toughness
value in the range of 2.5e6MPam1/2 depending on the prepara-
tion method and grains size and shape [78e80].
4.4. Data for competing center and surface failure e Domain II

A few particles failed for a/R values that situate their fracture
within Domain II; these particles showed surface or subsurface
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pores that could be identified as the origin of failure and were
such that the pore or associated mirror size correlated well with
the measured surface equatorial belt stress value for the particle
in question (see Figs. S3 and S4 in Supplementary Information).
We hence re-analyzed all data to probe whether all particle fail-
ures could have originated at a surface flaw.

We therefore assumed that all Domain II particles failed due to a
flaw along their surface and included Domain II failure events, with
the predicted surface equatorial stress as the failure stress, into the
Survival-analysis data set of Domain III failure events (Section 4.1).
Adding data points from Domain II with identified (surface) failure
stress values, effectively removes any left-truncation in such event
data (as Domain II starts for very low s1s). Fig. 9 compares the thus-
obtained surface strength distribution with the distribution ob-
tained by only considering data points that werewithin Domains III
and IV (i.e., with left-truncation). The evident discrepancy between
the two strength distributions shows that, at least for some of the
particles that failed in Domain II, there was a failure origin other
than a surface defect. Most probably there was, for some of these
particles, a flaw in its central region. This is supported by obser-
vations of large (a few micrometers in diameter) pores close to the
central region in several particles that failed in Domain II. Two such
particles with evident pores of this type (revealed before testing by
means of transmission light microscopy), are shown in Fig. 9: these
two particles were among the weakest tested for amorphous and
nanocrystalline Eucor, respectively (the central stress at the
moment of failure for the two particles was s1c ¼ 580 MPa and
s1c ¼ 660 MPa for the amorphous (Panel a) and nanocrystalline
(Panel b) particle, respectively).

4.5. Comparison with other microscopic ceramic fibre/particle
strength data

The measured surface strengths of particles from the present
study are comparable to values reported for Al2O3-La2O3-Gd2O3-
ZrO2 (ALZG) microscopic particles, of composition 58/15/5/22 by
molar ratio, tested in compression between a pair of hard (sap-
phire) platens [36]. Amorphous ALZG particles exhibited average
strength on the order of 1100MPa; after annealing their strength
gradually increased, reaching peak average strength of 1800MPa
after a 1300 �C anneal, and decreased to approximately 1200MPa
after annealing at 1400 �C. Note that, although these strengths are
comparable to values measured here, the method used (hard
platens) provides strength results only for the central portion of
particles; additionally, using hard platens can affect results by the
nucleation of extraneous flaws along the immediate periphery of
the platen/particle contact regions.

The observed microstructure and composition of present
nanocrystalline Eucor particles, composed mainly of mullite rein-
forced with zirconia grains, are somewhat similar to those of
nanocrystalline high-strength Nextel™ 720 fibres. The micro-
structure of these fibres is composed of mullite reinforced with
nanometric alumina grains [81]. The reported Weibull strength
distribution of these fibres is mz 7e8 and s0z 2000e2100MPa
[51]. The surface strength of particles from this study thus ap-
proaches (reachingz 70%) that of chemically andmicrostructurally
comparable engineering fibres used as reinforcements in compos-
ites; however, the present Eucor particles cannot rival with the
strongest ceramic fibres available (see Figure S5 in Supplementary
Information), the reason being the deleterious influence of micro-
pores present within the plasma-remelted powder. Removing
those defects would therefore result in significantly stronger
ceramic particles, with the implication that there is ample scope for
the production of Eucor particles of significantly higher strength
than was measured here.
5. Conclusion

We use the Meridian Crack Test method to measure the local
strength of individual amorphous and nanocrystalline ceramic
particles based on Al2O3-ZrO2-SiO2 eutectic ternary system and
prepared using a plasma-spraying technique with Eucor™ as the
feedstock powder. Results show that nanocrystalline particles ob-
tained by annealing the amorphous powder at 1300 �C for 1 h are
on average 30% stronger than amorphous particles. The Weibull
modulus for nanocrystalline particles was found to be approxi-
mately 6with a characteristic strength of 1490MPa. Spherical pores
of size ranging from few hundred nanometers to few micrometers
were identified as the principal strength limiting-defects for both
amorphous and nanocrystalline particles. Similar Weibull modulus
values and fractographic observation suggest that the 30% increase
in particle strength obtained after annealing results from an in-
crease in the fracture toughness of nanocrystalline particles by at
least 30% over that of the same particles in the amorphous state.
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